RESOURCES

Strategic and responsible Research Administration (RA) is the key to continued career success for faculty.

MODULES AVAILABLE IN MY LEARNING - BRIDGE!
- On-Demand modules covering subject matter spanning the entire award lifecycle
- Modules are on CSU platform and require sign-in
  - Budgeting on Sponsored Projects using KR PD
  - Learn how to build a proposal and budget in KR PD
  - Understanding Your Sponsored Award
- Target Audience: New to experienced researchers and faculty

AWARD LIFECYCLE SERIES
- Workshop series covering each step in the award lifecycle
- In-Person and Virtual - Fall 2023 - Spring 2024
- Target Audience: New to experienced researchers and faculty

FUNDAMENTALS IN RESEARCH ADMINISTRATION AND RAM SYMPOSIUM
- Recorded sessions on-demand
- Target Audience: New to Experienced in RA

GUIDANCE DOCUMENTS ON OSP WEBSITE!
- PI Transfer Guidance and Eligibility
- Student Support on Sponsored Projects and Training Grants
- Roles and Responsibilities

QUICK CLIPS
- Short Videos covering frequently asked questions about various RA processes
- 9 animated videos
- Target Audience: New to Experienced in RA

VARIOUS VIDEO RESOURCES
- Videos from other entities such as NCURA on a variety of RA topics
- OSP Playlist on YouTube
- Target Audience: New to Experienced in RA

www.research.colostate.edu/osp/training